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Realistic Visual Speech Synthesis in WebGL

Abstract1

This paper presents the work that has been done to develop a web2

application that shows the face of a virtual character pronouncing3

the sentences the user sets. The level of realism was high and4

the performance was fast enough. The application makes use5

of WebGL, speech processing, text to speech and co-articulation6

technologies to obtain the virtual pronunciation. The paper7

shows the implementation of the technologies and the optimization8

strategies that have been followed to ensure the efficiency of the9

application.10
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Interfaces—Web-based interaction;15
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1 Introduction18

3D virtual environments and characters, avatars, have become19

very popular since the first 3D films, like Toy Story or Shrek,20

were launched. Since then, the quality of the works has raised21

to a level where the 3D reproductions can be mistaken with22

reality. Specifically, the facial animation of virtual characters is23

increasingly realistic due to its importance in 3D applications,24

especially in those where the avatar talks to the user. In fact,25

Hodgins et al. [Hodgins et al. 2010] proved that an audiovisual26

content with virtual characters loses emotional value if the facial27

animation is not of high quality.28

On the other hand, the widely spread utilization of web browsers29

generates a clear tendency to develop tools that work in web pages30

and without the need of any plug-in or stand-alone application. This31

way, the tools are accessible with any device that can run a web32

browser, computers, laptops, tablets or mobile phones, provided33

they can access the internet. This helps the developer, since he has34

not to care about incompatibilities.35

The combination of these two popular technologies is the main36

purpose of the project SPEEP, partly funded by the Basque37

Government. The project creates a system for foreign language38

pronunciation learning where the key part is the visualization of a39

virtual character pronouncing the corresponding sentences in a web.40

Figure 1 shows the interface designed for the project integrated41

in the language learning system. Since the sentences that have42

to be synthesized in the virtual character are not predefined i.e.43

the user writes the desired sentence, the system cannot work with44

animations that have been generated in a previous phase of the45

project. Thus, we can define our project as a work in real-time46

Visual Speech Synthesis.47

So, the two main challenges of the project SPEEP arise. On the48

one hand, creating new animations in real-time makes impossible49

to make use of most popular techniques for high-realistic facial50

animation: real-time motion capture and modeling by professional51

modelers. Nowadays, for highly realistic 3D applications or52

3D visualizations, first a real person’s motions are captured and53

translated to a virtual character. Then, a modeler corrects the errors54

the system could have done. Once the application is running, the55

animations are launched when they are needed. Nevertheless, in56

this project, the user asks the virtual face to pronounce a specific57

sentence and the system must be able to generate it automatically.58

On the other hand, the utilization of web browser for the rendering59

of the virtual face. WebGL has been selected to render the virtual60

model via web. WebGL [Leung and Salga 2010] is a powerful61

Application Programming Interface (API) to present 3D graphics62

in a web page (nearly seven times faster than Flash because of63

GPU acceleration). It is based on OpenGL, which is a very64

widely used open source 3D graphics standard. Moreover, WebGL65

is compatible with different and most common browsers such as66

Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, or Safari. So, WebGL allows the67

use of web technologies, which are an easy way that non expert68

users have to access content. However, WebGL technology is69

slower than native OpenGL because it uses JavaScript for execution70

and applications usually need to be optimized to obtain a fast71

performance.72

Figure 1: Interface of the system.

In this paper we describe how both challenges have been faced. In73

the reminder of the paper, we first make a short review of the state74

of the art in the section 2; in section 3 we make a short description75

of the system of the project SPEEP; in section 4 and 5 we detail76

the methods used for facial animation and speech generation and in77

section 6 we describe how all the modules were integrated. Finally,78

we conclude the paper discussing the results in section 7.79

2 Related Work80

According to Radovan and Pretorius [Radovan and Pretorius 2006]81

we can classify the different methods for facial animation in three82

groups: based in geometry, based in images and based in real83

movements.84

The pioneer work [Parke 1972] in the field of facial animation can85

be classified in the first group. This and other primitive works86

transform the vertices one by one in each frame of the animation.87

On the other hand, more recent techniques can also be classified88

in geometry-based animation. Works that make use of pseudo-89

muscles [DeRose et al. 1998] i.e. that simulate geometrically the90

effects of muscles or directly simulate the physical behavior of the91

muscles and the skin [Wang 2010] exist nowadays.92

Other methods, usually focused on the film industry, are based93

on images in-stead of geometry: morphing techniques [Su and94
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Figure 2: Architecture of the system.

Liu 2001] where different key images are interpolated to obtain95

the animation; texture manipulation methods [Fei 2001], where96

the changes in the texture of the facial mesh create the animation97

and works based on blend-shape interpolation [Huang et al. 2011],98

where the intermediate frames between two modeled faces are99

computed.100

However, recently performance-driven techniques have replaced101

others because it is very difficult to obtain the realism obtained by102

capturing the movements of a real actor in such a short time. Beeler103

et al. [Beeler et al. 2011] analyze the captured data to recognize104

predefined motions and launch these predefined movements in the105

virtual face. In the work presented by Arghinenti [Arghinenti 2011]106

the captured data is only a layer of the facial animation engine.107

Other layers cope with expressions, phonemes and muscles. Deng108

et al. [Deng et al. 2006] combine a motion capture system with a109

face scanning system in order to obtain a realistic animation with110

low-level details, such as wrinkles. Once they obtain the minimum111

number of key expressions, blend-shape interpolation is used to112

generate the final animation.113

In recent years, both for modeling animations and as a complement114

of other techniques, another type of facial animation has emerged,115

skeleton-driven facial animation [Moore 2001; Avrin 2011; van116

Straten 2011]. As in corporal animation, the face of the virtual117

character has a structure of joints and bones attached. The vertices118

of the facial mesh are transformed in concordance with the skeleton,119

since they are associated to certain bones. The work we present120

in this paper can be classified in this group. Unlike in corporal121

animation, the skeletons differ widely in skeleton-driven facial122

animation methods. Some have elastic bones, others have rigid123

bones; some use segments as bones, others use curves as bones;124

some have tree structure with its node in the neck, others have125

disjointed groups of bones.126

In Visual Speech Synthesis, apart from the facial animation127

technique, one of the key aspects to obtain a realistic animation is128

the interpolation between the phonemes that have to be synthesized.129

One of the first works in this field and one of the main references is130

the one presented by Cohen and Massaro [Cohen et al. 1993]. They131

create exponential functions for facial parameters that rise until132

the phoneme’s exact time and fall afterwards. The so called co-133

articulation is obtained by the combination of different phonemes134

and the functions for their associated facial parameters.135

Since the first Works in co-articulation were published, several136

methods have been presented that take speech unities and convert137

them in a fluent and realistic facial animation: rule-based, Markov138

models [Yamamoto et al. 1998], neural networks [Massaro et al.139

1999], to name but a few.140

One of the key moments in the history of facial animation is141

the definition of the MPEG-4 standard [Bauer et al. 1999]. The142

standard sets three key features for facial animation: Facial143

Definition Parameters (FDPs), a set of points that define all the144

features of a human face; Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs),145

that are used to manipulate key feature control points, FDPs, in146

a mesh model of the face to produce the animation; and Facial147

Animation Parameter Units (FAPUs), that are defined in order to148

allow interpretation of the FAPs on any facial model in a consistent149

way. Since then, most studies are based in the parameters that were150

defined.151

To finish this review of the state of the art, works that implement152

facial animation in web environments are studied. To the best of153

our knowledge, from the first systems [Alexa et al. 2000], that work154

with VRML, very few have been presented. The system presented155

by Gachery and Magnenat-Thalmann [Gachery and Magnenat-156

Thalmann 2001], for example, needed a Java applet to make use157

of MPEG-4 standard in a web. Krnoul [Krňoul 2011] presents a158

system based on WebGL that renders an avatar speaking both with159

her mouth and sign language. For the facial part, morphing, that is160

not the best technique for realism, is used. Finally, The work by161

Benin et al. [Benin et al. 2012] is very similar to ours, but, apart162

from the chosen language and differences in the methods for facial163

animation, we consider that the quality of our animation is higher.164

To conclude, many methods have been presented that accomplish165

realistic facial animation, but very few have been developed to be166

used with the emerging WebGL technologies. Besides, high-level167

realism has not been achieved. Our work goes in this direction.168

3 System Overview169

The project SPEEP aims to develop a tool for foreign language170

pronunciation learning. Once the user of the application writes the171

sentence or word that he wants to practice, he has to take two steps.172

First, he can watch the virtual character pronouncing the sentence173

and afterwards, he pronounces the same sentence, so that the system174

renders both pronunciations and compares them for corrections.175

In this paper, we focus on the first part, where the user writes a176

sentence and the system automatically generates an animation of177

an avatar pronouncing it. Figure 2 shows the general architecture178

of the system.179

In a web browser, the user will find a text field to write the desired180

sentence and once it is written and confirmed, it is sent to the server.181

In the server, the text is converted to speech with the desired voice182
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by the module for text-to-speech conversion and the module for183

voice transformation. On the other hand, the text is used to get the184

phonemes and the syllables of the sentence and align them with the185

audio file generated by the text-to-speech module. Once the three186

files needed (audio, phonemes and syllables) are generated, they are187

sent to the client.188

The client receives the phonemes and via the FAP converter189

it gets the values of the FAPs that must be rendered in their190

exact time. Then, during the rendering of the virtual character,191

with the information about the syllables the co-articulation engine192

interpolates the values for the FAPs. The animation engine takes193

the audio file and the information generated by the co-articulation194

engine, synchronize them and generates the position of the avatar195

in each frame.196

This way, the user will be able to watch the sentence he wrote197

properly pronounced almost in real-time. The time loss mostly198

comes from the connections between the client and the server, since199

the generation of the files and their parsing is almost immediate200

and the co-articulation engine is called in real-time. Besides, the201

user can reproduce the animation as in a music player, playing the202

animation from any point or pausing it in any frame.203

4 Facial Animation204

The facial animation module is completely programmed in205

Javascript and embedded in the web page that will be shown to the206

user. In the following we describe the different parts that compound207

such module.208

Our facial animation approach can be classified as based on pseudo-209

muscles. We take a set of Facial Definition Parameters (FDPs),210

define a hierarchy for them and form a skeleton. Then, this211

skeleton guides the transformation of the vertices that compound212

the virtual face, as in skeletal animation for bodies. The vertices’213

transformations are computed combining the transformations of the214

bones of the skeleton that are near them. This way, in each frame,215

only the transformations of bones must be set, since the vertices216

will be updated automatically.217

As the system has to work in WebGL, the number of bones has218

been lowered in order to overcome system’s low power. Trying219

to maintain the balance between realism and efficiency, some sets220

of FDPs defined in the standard were replaced by a unique bone,221

mainly in the lips, ears, nose and jaw. The reduction of the222

number of bones has been done so that the main areas for the facial223

animation are not too affected. In the figure 3, final bone positions224

can be seen.225

For the preprocess, we developed our own Collada loader. The226

XML format of Collada files permits to add new information227

in the hierarchy and this feature has been used to encode all228

the information needed for the rendering. Besides the usual229

information about the vertices that compound the virtual character,230

the bones of the skeleton and the skinning i.e. the process of231

attaching the vertices to the bones, the Collada loader is prepared232

to load all the information about FAPs and the correspondence233

between FAPs and bones. This way, the Collada loader permits234

the facial animation engine to trigger predefined animations, as235

always, and to generate facial animations once it gets a sentence236

to synthesize.237

Once the geometry, the skeleton that will drive the geometry and the238

information needed for facial animation are loaded, the web page239

shows the text field to write the sentence. The client sends the text240

and receives three files: phonemes, syllables and audio. The first241

two files are those concerning this section. They contain an ordered242

Figure 3: Bone positions of the skeleton.

list of phonemes (or syllables), with their starting time and finishing243

time.244

The FAP converter module takes these two files and parse them. As245

the correlation between phonemes and FAPs is fixed and loaded in246

preprocess, the module only takes the needed values from the stored247

data and weights them with the input. For example, if the converter248

receives the phoneme a, the output will be the corresponding list of249

FAPs (vertical top middle inner lip displacement, vertical bottom250

middle inner lip displacement...) and the value attached to each251

FAP.252

Once the system can access the value of each FAP in the exact253

moment a phoneme is said, the synthesis of the sentence begins.254

During the rendering, one of the key modules for realistic facial255

animation takes part, the co-articulation module. Co-articulation256

refers to variations in the articulation of speech segments depending257

on the surrounding ones.258

So, in each frame the co-articulation engine is called to get the259

values of the FAPs in that exact moment. The co-articulation engine260

takes the phonemes that surround the actual time and interpolates261

the values of the FAPs following the method presented by Cohen262

and Massaro [Cohen et al. 1993]. The interpolation for each FAP,263

F (t), is made in the following way:264

F (t) =

∑
i wie

θ|t−1/2(tif
+ti0 )|∑

i e
θ|t−1/2(tif

+ti0 )| (1)

In each frame of the animation, the phonemes that surround the265

current time, t, are taken into account. In the formula they are266

indexed by i. For each phoneme, the system receives the initial267

time, ti0 , and the final time, tif . In this first phase we consider268

that the point of maximum value of the phoneme is the central269

point of the interval, 1/2(tif + ti0). Therefore, the expression270

|t − 1/2(tif + ti0)| is the distance between the current time and271

the maximum point of the phoneme. This value is balanced by the272

value θ, the same for all phonemes in this first phase, that is used to273

expand or contract the effect of each phoneme during the sentence.274

The combination of the exponential and the absolute value in the275

exponent creates functions that accelerate rapidly to the maximum276

value and decelerate in the same way. Finally, all the exponential277

functions are summed, with their corresponding weights, wi, in the278
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Figure 4: Interpolation curve obtained by Cohen and Massaro’s
method.

numerator and without them in the denominator. The weight is the279

value that a FAP must take in the maximum point of the phoneme.280

Figure 4 shows the type of transition between two values (0.2 and281

0.8 in this case) obtained with this kind of interpolation.282

When this type of interpolation was implemented, the engine283

was tested for efficiency. We noted that the system worked284

properly in powerful devices, but there was no margin for adding285

more computational cost in less powerful devices. Therefore, the286

utilization of syllables to enhance the quality of the animation must287

be of low computational cost. Thus, we decided that the same288

interpolation method will be used and the syllables will be used289

to make small changes.290

Several rules have been defined that change the value of θ in291

equation 1 and the position of the maximum point of the phoneme292

in its interval, depending on the type of syllable and the phonemes293

involved. For example, the consonant of a syllable CV (consonant-294

vowel) is placed in a different position of its interval comparing to a295

consonant of a syllable VC. The value of θ can be different as well.296

So, when equation 1 is computed, for each phoneme the system297

checks which type of phoneme it is (bilabial, dental, alveolar...),298

which type of syllable it belongs to (CV, VC, CVC...), which is its299

position in the syllable and what comes before or after this syllable300

if needed (the values differ if a silence comes after the syllable, for301

example). A rapid search through this rules gives the needed values302

and the facial animation engine keeps working as in the first phase.303

Finally, the values of the FAPs are translated to the bones according304

to the equivalences that have been defined in the Collada file.305

Each FAP is associated to a set of bones and for each bone the306

type of transformation that will be applied (translation or rotation)307

is set and the axis and the limits that define the transformation308

are defined. For example, the FAP vertical top middle inner lip309

displacement is associated with the bone that is placed in the middle310

of the top lip and the bone can move from -0.5cm to 0.5cm through311

the axis (0,1,0). Then, the value of the FAP (from 0 to 1) will312

describe in which position of this axis the bone must be placed.313

When the transformations are computed the skinning is called to314

translate the movements to the vertices of the virtual face. Note that,315

on one hand, the relation between phonemes and FAPs and on the316

other hand, the relation between FAPs and bones’ transformations317

are separated. This way, the virtual face can be changed without318

changing anything related to phonemes.319

5 Speech Generation320

Several modules have been integrated in the server of our321

application in order to create the required files for the facial322

animation, as can be seen in figure2.323

Firstly, the server takes the text written by the user and converts324

it into an audio file. The architecture of the system is prepared to325

work with any language. So, other languages, such as English, are326

planned to be implemented during the project, but Basque language327

is the first implemented one. So, Basque Loquendo TTS1 is used to328

generate acoustic speech.329

As shown in the previous section of this paper, in order to deal with330

co-articulation effect, speech and text alignment must be done in331

syllable level. Since we did not have access to the whole phoneset332

of Loquendo TTS system, an acoustic model was trained for Basque333

using HTK2 tool in order to align automatically acoustic speech and334

input text.335

The acoustic model for alignment was based on a triphoneme336

model. 7 hours of clean speech data was used to train acoustic337

models. The parameterization of the signal was based on Mel-338

frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), delta and delta-delta339

coefficients. The Basque phonelist described below was used340

as phoneme set. Triphoneme models consisted of non-emitting341

start and end states and three emitting states (except from the342

short pause model) using Gaussian density functions, whose343

number of components was increased until no further recognition344

improvements were observed. The states are connected left-to-345

right with no skips. The models were trained iteratively using the346

embedded Baum-Welch re-estimation and the Viterbi alignment,347

while the resulting was tested using a Viterbi decoder.348

In the first step, time codes are automatically obtained at349

triphoneme level using HTKs HVite decoder, based on Viterbi350

algorithm. Then, the input text is phonetically transcribed and351

mapped with the alignment output. Finally, the syllabification352

process allows us to obtain the syllables in addition to the time they353

were pronounced. The coarticulation model takes into account the354

current syllables in addition to the previous and the following ones.355

On the other hand, having the whole phoneset is essential356

for building syllabification rules that can handle any phonetic357

representation. Our phoneset included all phonemes, allophones358

and diphthongs existing in Standard Basque. Even if more phones359

may exist in dialects, only the ones belonging to Standard Basque360

were chosen. The phoneset was coded in the international standard361

X-SAMPA [Gibbon et al. 1997].362

Once phoneset was established, a rule-based Grapheme to Phoneme363

(G2P) system was built. The input of the G2P is the same as the364

speech synthesizer, and the output is a list of string of phonemes365

corresponding to the official spoken form [Euskaltzaindia 1998].366

This translation is made with phonetic rules made ad hoc. This367

module automatically detects tokens with a different reading368

systems (such as acronyms), and provides the phonetic transcription369

of the natural spoken form. It also includes alternative370

pronunciations for words with single graphemes or combinations371

that may correspond to one or various phonemes.372

Finally, in order to identify each syllable for a natural mouth373

articulation of the avatar, a syllabification module was built.374

Syllabification is a language-dependent process in which a string375

of phonemes is cut into syllables. In Basque each syllable is376

composed by nucleus that must appear compulsorily, an optional377

onset preceding the nucleus and an also optional coda following the378

nucleus. Depending on the phonological characteristics of Basque379

and the phonetic context, a full classification of potential phonetic380

environments was made ad hoc taking into account the standard381

pronunciation rules (Euskaltzaindia, 1998). This classification382

included phonemes, allophones and diphthongs; and describes the383

1Loquendo. http://www.loquendo.com
2HTK. http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/
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possible positions of each phone within a syllable. Departing from384

this classification, a set of boolean rules were designed. Since385

Basque phonology allows only one phoneme to be the coda and386

the nucleus can only be a vowel or a diphthong, the coda was set387

as the start point of the boolean rules. The syllabification module388

analyzes each string of phonemes starting from the end of the string,389

and building each part of the syllable until the beginning of the390

syllable is identified. The process repeats recursively until reaching391

the beginning of the string.392

6 Implementation393

One of the main advantages of WebGL is that it is supported in394

the majority of popular web browsers and so, it can be used in any395

device that can run these web browsers. Apart from the utilization396

of Javascript, which is slower than other languages, this means that397

the developed application should suit not very powerful devices.398

That is why every step in the project has taken into account that399

efficiency is the key of success. In the following, we describe some400

key aspects for the fast and correct performance of the system i.e.401

for a balanced performance between velocity and realism.402

A study of the computational cost of the different methods that403

are called in each frame during the facial animation showed that404

the most time consuming function was the skinning i.e. the405

computation of the new position of the vertices according to the406

transformations of their neighbor bones. This high cost has two407

main causes. On the one hand, a big number of vertices are needed408

to obtain a realistic virtual face and although all the vertices are not409

transformed in all frames, the amount of vertices that are moved is410

big enough to become a problem. Specifically, the virtual face that411

is used in the project SPEEP is compound of 22802 vertices that412

form 43449 polygons and it can be seen in figure 5.413

On the other hand, the skeletal method used for the animation works414

with matrices (transformations). The matrix multiplications appear415

when updating the skeleton first. As shown in section 4, the number416

of bones is less than the number of FDPs defined in the MPEG-4417

standard, in order to make this process faster. Considering that the418

project’s main interest is the realistic pronouncing, groups of FDPs419

that define the same area have been replaced by only one bone in420

non-relevant areas (e.g. ears and nose). Even in the mouth, each421

bone replaces two FDPs, the inner one and the outer one.422

Besides, a unique matrix multiplication must be done to transform423

each vertex, what becomes a precious time loss because of the424

high number of vertices. Other techniques, such as morphing i.e.425

simple interpolation of key faces, are not so time-consuming, but426

our experience in the field indicates that the results are not realistic427

enough. So, we decided to make use of GPU’s power and we428

implement the skinning using shaders.429

As stated before, a custom loader for Collada files was created to430

load all the additional information that the system needs and the431

manipulation of the bones is based on o3d3. The skinning using432

shaders and the co-articulation engine are integrated in this engine.433

Regarding the communication between the client and the server of434

the system, a communication protocol was developed for the system435

integration. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) based Web436

Services were developed in PHP to solve this communication. Both437

Web Services have client and server profiles since both have to send438

and receive information. The visual information module sends the439

text to the speech generation module and waits until the acoustic440

speech and the syllable based information for lip synchronization441

are ready.442

3o3d. http://code.google.com/p/o3d/

As the facial animation system will be used for foreign language443

learning, it has been tested in the type of devices that will use it,444

mainly desktop computers and laptops. Table 1 shows the frame445

rate obtained in three different devices using Google Chrome web446

browser.447

Device Frames per Second
Desktop computer with high-end GC ∼80 FPS

Laptop with high-end GC ∼70 FPS
Laptop with commodity GPU ∼35 FPS

Table 1: Frame rates obtained with different devices.

The best performance was obtained with a desktop computer. The448

test was held in an Intel Core2 Duo CPU (2,20 GHz) with a449

NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GT GPU and the average frame rate was450

about 80 frames per second. Besides, the application was run in451

two different laptops. The first one was a Intel Core Duo CPU (2,00452

GHz) with a NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GT GPU and the second one453

was a Genuine Intel CPU (1,30 GHz) with its commodity GPU.454

The frame rate obtained by the laptop with the most powerful GPU455

doubles the other’s frame rate (∼70 FPS vs. ∼35 FPS).456

This shows that the key of a fast performance is the GPU.457

The utilization of shaders for the skinning makes the developed458

application not perfectly suitable for computers that do not have459

a powerful graphic card. Nevertheless, as the laptop we used for460

the tests was not actual and the performance was acceptable, we461

consider that the developed tool is useful in the majority of working462

laptops and desktop computers.463

7 Conclusion and Future Work464

The results obtained so far in the project SPEEP are satisfactory. As465

mentioned in section 1 two key challenges were identified for the466

project and we consider we accomplished them.467

On the one hand, a realistic Visual Speech Synthesis system468

has been presented. Based on the classic method by Cohen469

and Massaro [Cohen et al. 1993] a fast rule-based method was470

incorporated to handle syllables. Figure 5 shows four captures of471

the virtual face when talking. Since the project is in its first steps,472

the validation by real users has not been done yet, but the first473

exploration shows that a high level of realism has been achieved.474

Nevertheless, it has been detected that some phonemes do not seem475

natural enough. So, at the moment of writing this paper, a new476

skeleton with few more bones in the lips are being designed to477

solve this problem. This way, more natural shapes will be obtained478

and there will not be any noticeable increase in computational cost,479

because of the low number of new bones.480

On the other hand, the problems that slower performance of web481

applications can cause have been overcome. Several strategies have482

been presented to make the application work faster and we showed483

that they worked, specially for computers with good graphic cards.484

However, as stated before, the project SPEEP is taking its first steps485

and still, there is much work to do. The idea is to keep improving486

the level of realism of the Visual Speech Synthesis. Indeed, even487

though the level of realism achieved so far is high for people that488

can listen to the audio file, it is far from the ideal level, where a deaf489

person will be able to read the lips of the virtual face.490

For that, we consider that skeletal animation is a good choice,491

but it can be enhanced by more sophisticated muscle simulation492

techniques. Besides, newer co-articulation techniques can be493

applied.494
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Figure 5: Four captures of the talking head.

Moreover, even if it is not part of the project, we plan to test the495

application in mobile devices. The utilization of WebGL makes the496

system can be run on smartphones and tablets, but the efficiency497

becomes even more crucial. We believe that the increasing power498

of such devices and the corresponding optimization strategies will499

be enough to render a high-realistic virtual talking face.500
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